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OPINION
of the French Agency for Food, Environmental
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on “blue-light exposure limits for the general population”

ANSES undertakes independent and pluralistic scientific expert assessments.
ANSES primarily ensures environmental, occupational and food safety as well as assessing the potential health risks they
may entail.
It also contributes to the protection of the health and welfare of animals, the protection of plant health and the evaluation
of the nutritional characteristics of food.
It provides the competent authorities with all necessary information concerning these risks as well as the requisite expertise
and scientific and technical support for drafting legislative and statutory provisions and implementing risk management
strategies (Article L.1313-1 of the French Public Health Code).
Its opinions are published on its website. This opinion is a translation of the original French version. In the event of any
discrepancy or ambiguity the French language text dated 17 July 2020 shall prevail.

On 30 July 2019, ANSES received a request from the Directorate General for Health to provide
scientific arguments supporting a request to the European Commission to revise the exposure limits
(ELs) for visible light1.

1. BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THE REQUEST
On 12 July 2018, the European Scientific Committee on Health, Environmental and Emerging Risks
(SCHEER) published a report2 on the potential risks to human health associated with light-emitting
diodes (LEDs).

1

Incoherent optical radiation from natural and artificial sources, with the exception of lasers.
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Concerning the toxic effects of the light emitted by LED systems, SCHEER:
- underlined that studies in animals (in vivo and in vitro) have found phototoxic effects
associated with exposure to these systems, which raises concerns, especially in terms of
effects on eyesight for sensitive population groups (children, adolescents and the elderly);
- nonetheless specified that the exposure conditions in these studies were unrealistic, as the
exposure levels exceeded those likely to be reached with domestic LED lighting systems.
Thus, SCHEER concluded that in terms of phototoxicity, there was no evidence of direct adverse
health effects due to exposure to LEDs when used in normal conditions by the general population;
it also added that domestic LED lighting complies with the current regulations (restrictions on
marketing according to the photobiological risk group, determined based on the retinal exposure
limits established by the International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP)).
However, the photobiological risk associated with exposure to LEDs was assessed by SCHEER
based on the exposure limits for light updated by ICNIRP in 2013; it had not called into question their
relevance with regard to the new scientific data available.
On 14 May 2019, having received a formal request to update its previous opinion on the health
effects of LEDs, ANSES published an opinion on the “effects on human health and the environment
(fauna and flora) of systems using light-emitting diodes (LEDs)”3. ANSES noted, in the same spirit
as SCHEER, that domestic LED lighting should comply with the regulations in force restricting the
public’s access to lamps to those in risk group 0 or 1. The Agency also broadened the scope of its
expert appraisal on LED lighting to include blue light, focusing on human exposure to this blue light
and its phototoxic effects, as well as its effects related to short- and long-term circadian rhythm
disruption.
Regarding the phototoxic effects of blue light, ANSES concluded that:
-

the retinal phototoxicity of acute exposure to blue-rich light is proven. The contribution of
chronic (for several years) retinal exposure to blue-rich light to the occurrence of age-related
macular degeneration (ARMD) is also proven;
- it is necessary to revise the exposure limits for optical radiation proposed by ICNIRP, so as
to make them sufficiently protective against phototoxic risks (for the general population and
for workers).
Indeed, new studies identified by the review of knowledge had raised doubts as to the validity of the
exposure limits selected by ICNIRP for the retinal toxicity of light. Some authors (Hunter et al., 2012)
considered that to be protective, these exposure limits would need to decrease by a factor of 20. In
addition, the expert appraisal highlighted that these ELs are only proposed for acute exposure (for
less than eight hours) and ignore the issue of the effects of long-term exposure.
Thus, in light of the apparent discrepancy between the SCHEER and ANSES opinions concerning
the assessment of phototoxic risks associated with exposure to blue light, the Directorate General
for Health submitted a formal request to ANSES to provide scientific arguments supporting a request
to the European Commission to revise the exposure limits.

2. ORGANISATION AND METHODOLOGY OF THE EXPERT APPRAISAL
This expert appraisal falls within the sphere of competence of the Expert Committee (CES) on
“Physical agents, new technologies and development areas”. It was carried out in accordance with
French standard NF X 50-110 “Quality in Expert Appraisals – General Requirements of Competence
for Expert Appraisals (May 2003)”.

3https://www.anses.fr/en/content/leds-blue-light.
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The expert appraisal was undertaken with the scientific support of three expert rapporteurs
specialising in optical radiation and its effects on vision. The methodology and expert appraisal work
were presented to the CES at meetings on 23 January 2020 and 3 March 2020.
Interests declared by the experts were analysed by ANSES before they were appointed and
throughout their work in order to prevent risks of conflicts of interest in relation to the points
addressed in the expert appraisal. The experts’ declarations of interests have been made public
via the following website: https://dpi.sante.gouv.fr.

3. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE CES
3.1. Establishment of exposure limits for light
ICNIRP is an international scientific commission whose aim is to protect people and the environment
against the adverse effects of non-ionising radiation. Among other things, ICNIRP has published
guidelines proposing exposure limits for incoherent optical radiation4, with the goal of preventing
adverse photobiological effects on the eyes and skin.
In the area of lighting, in particular that of light produced by LEDs, the ICNIRP recommendations to
be taken into account are the ICNIRP Guidelines on Limits of Exposure to Incoherent Visible and
Infrared Radiation, published in 2005 and updated in 2013.
To establish its guidelines aiming to protect health, ICNIRP mentions two possible types of retinal
damage:
-

Type I: damage to the retina (burn) resulting from prolonged exposure to very bright light
(Noell et al., 1966; Williams and Howell, 1983; Mellerio et al., 1994). This effect is linked to
damage to the photoreceptors as a result of prolonged photobleaching of rhodopsin.
Type II: photochemical damage to the retina caused specifically by blue light. This effect is
related to blue-light absorption by the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) (Ham et al., 1976;
Ham et al.,1989; Lund et al., 2006). This type of damage is referred to as blue-light hazard
(Sliney and Wolbarsht, 1980).

When studying the effects of blue light on the retina, only type II photochemical retinal damage
should be considered. This is involved in particular in vision loss, age-related macular degeneration
(ARMD), etc.


Photochemical damage related to blue light

ICNIRP distinguishes between two population groups when it comes to sensitivity to blue light:
-

aphakic (without lens) or pseudophakic (with artificial lenses) individuals and children under
the age of two, for whom sensitivity extends to 300 nm in the ultraviolet range;
the general population, i.e. people over the age of two having a healthy lens, for whom
photochemical damage to the retina due to exposure to blue light is induced by radiation
mainly in the 380 nm (blue-ultraviolet limit) to 550 nm range.

Curves A(λ) and B(λ) below represent sensitivity to blue light for these two population groups,
according to wavelength.

4

Only lasers emit coherent light (phase coherence); all other light sources are incoherent sources.
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Figure 1: Spectral weighting curves for retinal sensitivity to blue light

 Establishment of blue-light exposure limits
The studies by Ham (Ham et al., 1976; Ham et al., 1989) enabled ICNIRP to establish acute
exposure thresholds for blue light from which retinal lesions have been observed in macaques.
These thresholds are around 20 to 30 J/cm². ICNIRP converted these thresholds into human
exposure limits using a simple geometric model of the human eye (Gullstrand’s model), considering
a focal length of 17 mm, transmittance in the ocular media in front of the retina of 0.9 and a pupil
diameter of 3 mm (pupil considered as constricted in bright light). A safety factor of 5 to 10 was
applied to these retinal exposure limits.
Depending on the duration of exposure, the exposure limits are expressed differently:
- for exposure durations of less than 10,000 seconds (2.8 hours), ICNIRP proposes a bluelight weighted energy dose received by the retina as an indicator. The EL is as follows:
Hr = 2.2 J/cm² (where Hr is radiant exposure)
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-

for longer durations of exposure, of more than 10,000 seconds, exposure is no longer
expressed as a dose but as blue-light weighted retinal irradiance. The EL is then as follows:
Er = 0.22 mW/cm² (where Er is irradiance)

ICNIRP recommends using curve A(λ) for children under the age of two and for aphakic individuals
in particular, and curve B(λ) to assess retinal exposure to blue light from the age of two.
Several aspects of the ICNIRP guidelines currently raise questions:

-

-

-

the age limit of two years, below which, to assess retinal exposure, it is recommended to use
curve A(λ), which is more protective than curve B(λ). In reality, there are no physiological
arguments enabling two years to be set as the age from which the lens effectively filters the
shortest wavelengths. This age merely corresponds to the end of eyeball growth and does
not refer to the lens’s blue-light filtration capacity (Charman et al., 2003; Weale et al., 1988;
Sample et al., 1991);
the blue-light exposure limits were established based on experiments conducted with the
means of observation and measurement available in the 1980s (with low sensitivity);
the INCIRP recommendations do not seem to take into account the possible aggravation of
the consequences of retinal exposure to blue light when the pupil is abnormally dilated, for
example in situations of low light (reduced pupillary reflex). This can occur in the event of
general lighting with short wavelengths (especially in the blue-light range) producing low
visual stimulation and low excitation of melanopsin-expressing ganglion cells;
the choice of the 10,000-second value from which the EL is expressed as irradiance is not
explained.

3.2 Arguments in favour of updating the blue-light exposure limits
Below, ANSES sets out various arguments justifying the revision of the ELs for blue light:
(1) Since the publication of the studies by Ham (Ham et al.; 1976 and 1989), new techniques for
detecting phototoxicity have become much more sensitive. These techniques now enable
the earlier detection of retinal cells destroyed by apoptosis following exposure to blue light.
(2) Subject to certain precautions, it seems useful to consider new findings from experiments in
rodents, which suggest overestimation of the retinal doses likely to induce acute toxicity.
(3) The cumulative effects of repeated long-term exposure should be considered. This point is
of prime importance when considering type II photochemical effects, which generate
oxidative stress whose effects are cumulative.
(4) It is important to take into account the biological rhythms of the retina, which is more sensitive
to light (natural and artificial) at night.
(5) The most recent research underlines the possible positive effects of exposure to red light.
Therefore, when assessing the phototoxicity of lighting, it is necessary to take into
consideration not only the presence of blue radiation in the spectrum but also the amount of
photoprotective red light. In other words, the spectral composition of light should be
considered.
These various points are explained in detail below.
Increased sensitivity of recent techniques for detecting phototoxicity
The doses of energy from which retinal lesions are observed vary depending on the wavelength, the
studied species, the experimental conditions, and the biological indicator used to define toxicity.
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Four main methods of detecting phototoxicity have been used in animal studies. These methods are
described below. The first two – direct retinal examination and full-field electroretinography (ERG) –
are old and non-invasive and have low sensitivity. The latter two – histological sections and
techniques for detecting cell death – are more recent and more sensitive.
 Direct retinal examination
During a direct retinal examination, a beam of light is projected onto the surface of the retina which
is then macroscopically observed.
 Full-field electroretinography
Full-field electroretinography is an electrophysiology technique that records electrical potentials
generated by the retina in response to a light stimulus. It is widely used in humans and even more
so in animals to assess retinal integrity. The usefulness of this technique is undeniable but it has low
sensitivity. ERG signals are reduced when retinal damage is very severe (Machida et al., 2000).


Histological section

Retinal analysis from coloured histological sections enables tissue condition to be evaluated. This
method is widely used to assess the thickness of the outer nuclear layer, which contains the
photoreceptor nuclei and thins in the event of light-induced degeneration. However, this thinning can
be delayed, occurring several months following acute exposure (Garcia-Ayuso et al., 2011), masking
toxic effects when the analysis is undertaken too early.
 Techniques for detecting cell death
These methods enable toxic cellular effects to be identified. One widely used technique is the
terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase dUTP nick end labelling (TUNEL) method, which identifies
apoptotic DNA fragmentation. An enzymatic step is necessary to identify cell death caused by
various types of apoptosis (Lebon et al., 2015). Other markers can be used to quantify cell death
resulting from other mechanisms (necrosis, autophagy, etc.).
Most of the studies used to define blue-light exposure limits are based on exploration methods with
low sensitivity and/or on ERG; these methods are unable to detect cellular lesions that can have real
functional consequences.
Consideration of new findings from experiments on rodents
To establish exposure limits for blue light, findings from studies on macaques have been used to get
as close as possible to the human retina. However, for ethical reasons5, the use of non-human
primates is currently limited. New data have been obtained with rodents, using more sensitive
methods for assessing phototoxicity. These data cannot be discarded on the grounds that the retina
of rodents is different from that of primates and humans.
There is a difference in retinal sensitivity between primates and rodents; it has been explained, at
least partially, by the difference in chromatin structure in the rod nuclei of the various species. In
rodents, which are generally nocturnal, chromatin is highly condensed in the centre of the nucleus,
which limits photon diffraction and thus optimises vision in darkness (Solovei et al., 2009).
Conversely, in human and non-human primates, chromatin in rods is dispersed, limiting photon
penetration. Moreover, rodents have higher sensitivity in the UV range (unlike humans, for whom
this radiation is not visible); lastly, rodents do not have a macula.
Since the studies by Ham et al. (1976, 1989) and in the absence of new data in macaques, it has
seemed relevant to use the available data in rodents, based on the concept of retinal dose as

5

In order for the experimental use of live animals to be authorised, European and French law requires that a number of
conditions be met. Thanks to harmonisation efforts at European level, European Convention STE 123 and Decree No.
2001-486 as well as Directive 2010/63/EU and Decree No. 2013-118 express the same requirements, even though they
are not always formulated in the same way.
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proposed by van Norren and Gorgels (van Norren and Gorgels, 2011). Indeed, studies aiming to
assess the phototoxicity of light are carried out in widely varying experimental conditions (animal
species, exposure time, luminance, wavelength, etc.), making it difficult to compare the results. The
retinal dose helps eliminate these differences so that various experiments can be compared. Van
Norren and Gorgels collected data from numerous studies undertaken in different species and
homogenised them to deduce the retinal dose. They showed that the retina of rodents is twice as
sensitive to light than that of primates. However, no controlled comparative prospective studies were
undertaken to define an exact factor.
Need to take into account the cumulative effects of long-term exposure
The current blue-light exposure limits do not take into account the possible effects of accumulated
infraclinical lesions (with no clinically visible symptoms) associated with chronic exposure. This type
of lesion may induce accelerated ageing or be toxic to the retina. In the event of type II phototoxicity,
oxidative stress causes stable modifications in cell components that are not clinically detectable;
however, the accumulation of these changes induces delayed lesions. Moreover, with age, the
accumulation of lipofuscin6 and melanolipofuscin (combination of melanin and lipofuscin) in RPE
cells increases the risk of oxidative stress, as they are photosensitising (Wing et al., 1978).
Epidemiological data support this position. They have shown that prolonged exposure to sunlight,
especially at a young age, leads to an increased risk of ARMD; this is particularly true for the blue
component, which is toxic to the retina1 (see ANSES LED report, 2019). Thus, the accumulation of
oxidative stress over several years, during the day (with sunlight and/or artificial light) and in the
evening or at night (exposure to artificial light at a time when, physiologically, the retina has adjusted
to night vision), is associated with an increased risk of lesions.
Acute and chronic lesions can differ in nature, as has been demonstrated on the skin after decades
of research on the topic.
Need to take retinal rhythms into account
The circadian system of humans includes a main clock and peripheral clocks in various organs. The
retina has its own circadian clock. It therefore works in different ways over the course of a day, to
adjust to different day and night light environments. In the middle of the night, for example, the retina
is more sensitive so it can detect the slightest photon and use this information to respond.
The retina adjusts its sensitivity through molecular and cellular modifications regulated by the
endogenous clock. For example, during the night, rods and cones are interconnected via gap
junctions, causing the system to be more sensitive. Conversely, during the day, photoreceptors are
isolated from one another (Ribelayga et al., 2008). Similarly, the affinity of ion channels increases at
night and visual sensitivity is higher (Bassi & Powers, 1987; Ko et al., 2001).
A large number of processes essential for visual physiology are thus regulated by an endogenous
retinal clock: molecular and cellular modifications, synthesis of visual pigments, melatonin and
dopamine synthesis, photoreceptor phagocytosis and melanopsin synthesis (McMahon et al., 2014).
Special attention should be paid to taking these phenomena into account when establishing
exposure limits.

6

Lipofuscin is a brown cellular pigment made up of molecular waste. It is found in senescent or degenerating epithelial
and connective cells.
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Synergies between various wavelengths
In its opinion of April 2019 on the “effects on human health and the environment (fauna and flora) of
systems using light-emitting diodes (LEDs)”, ANSES particularly stressed the fact that red light can
have photoprotective effects in humans.
Ham et al. (Ham et al., 1989; Ham et al., 1976) showed that blue light mainly affects the pigments
contained in the cells of the retinal pigment epithelium. However, the authors considered the bands
of the spectrum separately, which is not relevant when assessing polychromatic light. Various
wavelengths will have specific effects depending on the cell and the cellular component of the retina,
but synergies between all these wavelengths will determine whether or not they have adverse effects
on the retina. For example, wavelengths in the red part of the visible spectrum, above 600 nm, modify
the mitochondrial activity of cells and reduce the effects of oxidative stress (Merry et al., 2017)
induced by other wavelengths.
Thus, the harmful effects of blue light can be modulated by the amount of red light contained in the
spectrum in question. This suggests it is important, when analysing the phototoxicity of a light, to
properly take into account the various wavelengths present (blue, red, etc.). It should be noted that
the current emission spectra of the LEDs used in lighting contain very little red light compared to the
spectra of daylight and incandescent lamps. The spectral imbalance in favour of blue light may cause
it to induce oxidative stress.
3.3 Better consideration of young populations
The sensitivity of the eye, which varies with age, should be better taken into consideration. It is
necessary to better protect children, adolescents and young adults (accounting for around 25% of
the French population7), who are more vulnerable to the hazards of blue light because their lens is
not as effective at filtering it.
The human eye is capable of perceiving optical radiation with wavelengths of 400 to 700 nm. The
cornea absorbs most radiation below 295 nm, which includes UVC radiation, more than 90% of UVB
radiation and 35% to 40% of UVA radiation. The lens absorbs UVA and UVB radiation that has
crossed the cornea, as well as short wavelengths and infrared radiation. Physiologically, the lens
acts as a natural filter by absorbing radiation with wavelengths below 400 nm.
However, the lens’s filtration capacity depends on age (Kessel et al, 2010; Turner and Mainster,
2008). Before the age of eight, only 20% of wavelengths from 380 to 500 nm are filtered. This filtration
capacity increases with age: at the age of 25, 80% of wavelengths below 400 nm and 50% of
wavelengths from 400 to 500 nm are filtered.
Due to the lens’s lower filtration capacity, the amount of blue light received by a child’s retina, and
therefore the level of exposure, is higher than that received by an adult’s retina. This point must be
taken into account when assessing the risks associated with blue light.
Currently, ICNIRP only issues a specific recommendation for children under the age of two aiming
to encourage use of curve A when assessing risks. However, this age seems arbitrary from a
physiological standpoint and causes risks to be underestimated for children over the age of two
through to adulthood.

7

Source: INSEE, 2019.
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3.4 Conclusions
Considering that:


the parameters chosen to establish retinal exposure limits are based on low-sensitivity
methods unable to detect lesions that can have real (immediate and long-term) functional
consequences;



there are new studies in animals, especially rodents, suggesting that acute toxicity can be
induced at exposure levels below the current limits;



chronic exposure to light needs to be taken into account;



retinal rhythms need to be considered, with increased sensitivity during exposure at night;



synergies between wavelengths of light need to be taken into account;

the CES is repeating its recommendation to reassess the exposure limits proposed by ICNIRP for
the risks associated with exposure to blue light.
Moreover, the CES recommends taking into account, in this reassessment, specific risks in young
populations, due in particular to the lower capacity of their lens to filter blue light.
To that end, the CES recommends conducting further studies and research on the phototoxicity of
light, ensuring the implementation of appropriate, reproducible experimental measurement protocols
that can be extrapolated to humans. These protocols should call on new technologies for detecting
phototoxicity and consider the full emission spectrum of the light source as well as chronic exposure
(during the day and at night).
Until new experimental scientific results become available for redefining blue-light exposure limits,
and to better consider sensitive population groups, the CES recommends using the more protective
weighting curve A for the entire population when defining risk groups according to the NF 62471
photobiological safety standard.
More broadly, lifelong exposure to all environmental factors should be taken into account when
assessing health risks. Regarding exposure to light, its interactions with photosensitising
compounds, such as dyes and certain medications, should also be considered.

4. AGENCY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The French Agency for Food, Environmental and Occupational Health & Safety endorses the
conclusions and recommendations of the CES on “Physical agents, new technologies and
development areas”.

Dr Roger Genet
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